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“Technological change is positive, as it improves performance and opens up new opportunities”, said an 
operating partner at a Northeast-based PE firm. 
“But when the pace of change is very fast, it can become challenging to adapt quickly enough to keep a 
business on track.” 
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What are some of 
the potential 

“ice-bergs” facing 
the community 

banking industry 
today? 
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We believe that the pace and magnitude of change in the 
financial industry create substantial opportunities for some 
community banks, and will pose significant threats to others.

Our view is that the change and related risks impacting financial 
institutions falls into three primary categories:

1.  Changing Competitors

2.  Changing Regulatory Requirements 

3.  Changing Consumer Demands
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1.  Changing Competitors

There are formidable competitors who are moving quickly to gain market share by:
 Disrupting the industry with technology
 Mergers and acquisitions

Many are backed by wealthy investors, PE groups, or large corporations that can:
 Quickly deploy capital
 Take advantage of existing (and create new) market opportunities
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2.  Changing Regulatory Requirements

Regulatory bodies are “raising the bar” on bank boards and management teams:
 Bank board governance expectations
 Bank enterprise risk management capabilities

There is pending regulatory guidance by the Fed, OCC and FDIC that will:
 Hold bank boards and directors significantly more accountable for 

effective oversight of strategy, risk, and internal control effectiveness
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3.  Changing Consumer Demands

The “incoming” Millenial generation banks very differently than their predecessors:
 Not a “bricks and mortar” or “relationships” mentality
 Its all about technology innovation and Smart phone access

The coming wealth transfer of the Baby Boomers will have significant ramifications:
 A $20 trillion wealth transfer is expected over the next 20 years
 How will that wealth be invested and spent, and with whom?
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 Changing Competitors

 Changing Regulatory Requirements

 Changing Consumer Demands

The increasing complexity, change, 
and risk brought about by:

 Disruptive Innovation

 Unpredictable Political/ 
Regulatory Environment

 Industry Consolidation

Is driving other macros trends that 
today’s financial institutions need to 
contend with:
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• When you look at these changes in totality, it highlights the 
risk that some financial institutions may simply become less 
relevant in future years.

• This risk should cause many financial institution leadership teams and boards to 
stop and think about their long-term strategy.

• We believe that all financial institutions will need to be very agile in the future to 
successfully navigate the dynamic and perhaps tumultuous times ahead.

What does this mean for you as financial institution leaders?
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• Financial institution boards of directors and senior management 
teams will require an elevated and enhanced set of “business 
navigation” capabilities

• These capabilities center on agile, risk-informed strategies and decision-making:

STRATEGY
 Strategic planning
 Aligned, innovative, and agile strategies
 Risk-informed strategy

Making wise, swift, risk-informed decisions that impact long-term strategic direction

RISK
 Risk management
 Risk oversight
 Risk-informed decision making
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Financial Institutions – Disruptive competitive entrants to the market, 
changing regulatory requirements, customer demands and preferences

The challenges faced by community banks and other organizations along 
the financial institution spectrum are continuing to drive consolidation. 

Every day, we see different financial institutions that continue to come 
together. These mergers, not just of larger and smaller organizations but 
also of equal-sized ones, are “changing the game” in the market. 

“Navigating an industry marked by both consolidation and emerging 
threats demands coordinated, strategic planning.”
Al Dominick, CEO of Bank Director and FinXTech
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A better, stronger, 
and more agile 
business navigation 
system will serve 
your organization by:
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Community Banks will need stronger, aligned, and more agile business 
navigation systems in the near-term to thrive in an increasingly challenging 
environment.  What does this entail?

Board Oversight 
Effective oversight of                

mission, strategy, risk, and controls

• Aligned Strategy: strategic alignment of board and management, risk lens on the strategic plan

• Managed Risk: risk-informed board, risk-informed strategy, risk-informed decisions, linkage to controls

• Strong Controls: effective control environment/culture, which supports the board, strategy, risk mgmt. 

• Clear Mission: mission-focused, mission-centric culture, mission-driven organization

Management Execution 
Effective execution of             

mission, strategy, risk, and controls

Monitoring Verification 
Effective verification of          

mission, strategy, risk, and controls
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An effective Business 
Navigation System looks 

like this in action….

….To navigate, 
perform, and adapt 

with excellence
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Managed Risk
• Risk-informed board
• Risk-informed strategy
• Risk-informed decisions
• Linkage to controls
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Board Oversight 
Effective oversight of       

strategy, risk, and 
controls
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Federal Reserve System:  Docket OP-1570
Agency:  Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System
Action:  Proposed supervisory guidance
Focus:  Supervisory Expectations for Bank Board Effectiveness
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“Quick Hits”
Vital Outcomes 
where CLA oftens
sees board concerns:
3.B. Risk-Informed

6.B. Training

7.A. Integrated 
Management Information 
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3.B. RISK-INFORMED – The board and 
committees are fully risk-informed and well-
positioned for effective strategy, risk, and 
control oversight at a key individual risk level 
as well as an aggregate risk portfolio level. 

6.B. TRAINING – Continuing board 
education refreshes the technical, industry, 
and soft skills knowledge of directors to 
enhance board effectiveness. 

7.A. INTEGRATED MANAGEMENT INFORMATION – Information 
provided to the board by management represents an integrated 
view for board deliberation and decision-making. 
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Management Execution 
Effective execution of       

strategy, risk, and 
controls
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“Quick Hits”
Vital Outcomes 
where CLA often 
sees  risk concerns:
4.B. Aggregation

9.B. Appetites

10.A. Connections (e.g., 
integration with strategy) 
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4.B. AGGREGATION – Risk 
assessment includes appropriate 
aggregation of risk into a portfolio 
view with consideration of 
organizational risk appetites and 
tolerances.

9.B. APPETITES – All relevant 
risk appetite and risk tolerance 
considerations are consistently 
factored into risk choices and 
trade-offs.

10.A. CONNECTIONS – The risk management discipline is well-coordinated with other core 
management processes to enhance integration with strategy, operations, and culture.
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Aligned Strategy: Achieving a good risk lens on the strategic plan (Strategic View of Risk)

External Ecosystem – Industry/Market/Customers

Client Organization

Strategic 
Plan

• Operations
• Risk Management
• Controls

STRATEGY RISK LENS #1:
Ecosystem Risk
Poorly Managed Leads To:
Competitive DisadvantageSTRATEGY RISK LENS #2:

Assumptions Risk
Poorly Managed Leads To:  
Costly Surprises

STRATEGY RISK LENS #3:
Execution Risk
Poorly Managed Leads To:
Bad Performance

Ecosystem Risk:
The external ecosystem risk 
factors that the strategic plan 
must recognize and 
continuously respond to 
effectively (e.g., competition, 
demographic shifts). 

Assumptions Risk: 
The inherent risk 
sensitivity to the 
strategic 
assumptions used to 
develop the strategic 
plan that must be 
effectively 
communicated, 
analyzed, and 
monitored, and 
adjusted over time 
(e.g., economic 
assumptions, growth 
assumptions). 

Execution Risk:
The executional risk to, or 
even created by, the 
strategic plan that must be 
identified, assessed, 
monitored and addressed 
effectively over time (e.g., 
care delivery quality, 
change management). 
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Community Banking                                                  
Risk VitalSigns Results (Summary)

• Community Banking leaders from different 
size institutions completed the diagnostic

• Overall aggregate average score of 65.60/100

• Composite scores ranged from 51 to 74 

• Target score is 80/100 or better
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Community Banking 
Risk VitalSigns Results (Summary, cont’d)

• Detailed view, by critical risk outcome

• Link to illustrative results report will be sent to all 
diagnostic participants with their individual scores 
compared to the aggregate group averages

• Higher overall average scores in the more “foundational” 
areas for risk management (Commitment, Roles, 
Competency, Sources)

• Lower overall average scores in the more “advanced” 
areas for risk management  (Aggregation, Metrics, 
Interrelationships, Input)
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1.A.  Commitment – 3.80

1.B.  Roles – 4.00 

2.A.  Competency – 3.80

2.B.  Processes – 3.40

3.A.  Methodology – 2.80

3.B.  Sources – 3.80

4.A.  Analysis – 3.20

4.B.  Aggregation – 2.40

5.A.  Ownership – 3.60

5.B.  Execution – 3.40

Community Banking Risk VitalSigns Results (Details)

Risk
Accountabilities

Risk
Capabilities

Risk
Identification

Risk
Assessment

Risk
Strategies

Top 5 Item 
(Highest Avg.)

Bottom 5 Item 
(Lowest Avg.)

6.A.  RM Process – 3.00

6.B.  Risk Outcomes – 2.80

7.A.  Management – 3.80

7.B.  Board – 3.20

8.A.  Context – 3.40

8.B.  Expertise – 3.60

9.A.  Interrelationships – 2.80

9.B.  Appetites – 3.00

10.A.  Connections – 3.20

10.B.  Input – 2.60

Risk
Monitoring

Risk
Reporting

Risk
Decision-Making

Risk
Interdependencies

Organizational
Interdependencies

C-B BenchmarkB

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B
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Community Banking Risk VitalSigns Results (Bottom 5 Analysis)

The organization proactively identifies the types of risk it faces using a consistent 
methodology and approach.

3.A.  MethodologyRisk
Identification

Your Group Average:

2.80 / 5.0
Banking Average:

2.91 / 5.0

Key Comments:
• “As part of implementing an Enterprise Wide Risk program, the types of risk the bank faces will be more 

accurately and consistently identified using an established methodology and approach.”

• “We need to develop a more defined risk management program.  We do have some risk management in place 
such as interest rate, credit, fraud risk.”

Best Practice Improvement Strategy:
• Develop a ”common risk language” with agreed-upon risk categories and risk types (link to regulatory view).

• Link your bank’s “common risk language” to the major regulatory risk buckets (e.g., OCC Nine Risks, etc.).
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Community Banking Risk VitalSigns Results (Bottom 5 Analysis)

Risk assessment includes appropriate aggregation of risk into a portfolio view with 
consideration of organizational risk appetites and tolerances.

4.B.  AggregationRisk
Assessment

Your Group Average:

2.40 / 5.0
Banking Average:

2.64 / 5.0

Key Comments:
• “This is a goal that the Bank is working toward.  Key risk areas are identified and ranked so that appropriate 

capital buffers, etc. can be put in place.  Once this is expanded and more robust, management and the board 
will be able to ascertain the risk appetites and tolerances that exist and determine whether they remain 
appropriate or should be modified.”

• “We have not identified a risk universe or portfolio and the bank’s risk appetite/tolerance has not been defined.”

Best Practice Improvement Strategy:
• Leverage a “Common Risk Language” for your organization to source key risk types across key functions.

• Take an “insurable risk” view and “non-insurable risk” view using the “common risk language”. 
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Community Banking Risk VitalSigns Results (Bottom 5 Analysis)

Metrics and reporting are in place to monitor the alignment of risk management outcomes to 
expected levels.

6.B.  Risk OutcomesRisk
Monitoring

Your Group Average:

2.80 / 5.0
Banking Average:

2.60 / 5.0

Key Comments:
• “Not achieved until an Enterprise Wide risk management tool and program is fully implemented as expected 

levels remain undetermined.”

• “We do not have the metrics in place; we do monitor and report what we know.”

Best Practice Improvement Strategy:
• Step 1 – Have meaningful dialogue between staff/management, and management/board about achieving 

expected outcomes for top identified risks for your organization.

• Step 2 – Begin to identify and track relevant metrics that correlate expected outcomes for top identified risks.
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Community Banking Risk VitalSigns Results (Bottom 5 Analysis)

All relevant risk interrelationships and dependencies are consistently factored into 
risk choices and trade-offs.

9.A.  InterrelationshipsOrganizational
Interdependencies

Your Group Average:

2.80 / 5.0
Banking Average:

2.81 / 5.0

Key Comments:
• “In select areas, such as credit risk, this is being accomplished.  Company wide is a work in progress.”

• “Need line management to become more knowledgeable and integrate risk management into their decisions for 
this to rate higher.”

• “Many risk choices are still made in a silo approach.  Interrelationships/dependencies are now being identified.”

Best Practice Improvement Strategy:
• Ensure a “risk lens” to your organization’s strategic plan (as discussed on slide 26).

• Periodically conduct a cross-functional/departmental risk dialogue to share perspectives and information.
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Community Banking Risk VitalSigns Results (Bottom 5 Analysis)

All needed bottom-up and top-down risk input and perspectives are consistently incorporated 
to enhance integration with strategy, operations, and culture.

10.B.  InputOrganizational
Interdependencies

Your Group Average:

2.60 / 5.0
Banking Average:

2.64 / 5.0

Key Comments:
• “Top-down input and perspectives are used more than bottom-up.”

• “Our company is not adept at accepting and incorporating bottom-up input.”

• ”Risk is included in all strategy and operational plans and meetings to ensure that risks are appropriately 
included in discussions and decisions.”

Best Practice Improvement Strategy:
• Purposeful engagement/dialogue of lower level staff in risk assessment, leveraging common risk language tools. 

• Risk Escalation Protocol – implement a simple but clear protocol for staff to communicate risk issues/concerns. 
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Monitoring Verification 
Effective verification of       

strategy, risk, and 
controls
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“Quick Hits”
Vital Outcomes 
where CLA often 
sees monitoring 
concerns:
1.B. Roles

4.A. Planning

7.B. Interdependencies  
(e.g., between compliance, 
internal audit, and ERM) 
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1.B. ROLES – Clear monitoring discipline roles and responsibilities are established, including roles 
regarding management interaction and board  oversight.

Clear Delineation 
of Monitoring 

Function 
Focus/Objective4.A. PLANNING – A strong planning process exists to engage the right stakeholders in setting a clear 

and responsive scope for the annual monitoring plan.

7.B. INTERDEPENDENCIES – Key upstream and downstream interdependencies between the key 
monitoring disciplines have been identified and addressed to maximize effectiveness and efficiencies.
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Community Banking Trending/Emerging         
Risk “Hot Topics” 

Competition, Disruption, Reputation, Innovation 

Customer Satisfaction, Outsourcing/Vendor Management 

Capital Access, Profit Margins, ALM, CECL 

Cultural Health, Skills/Competency, Retention 

Regulation Compliance, Privacy

Cyber Security, Technology Innovation, Data Integrity
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Business 
Navigation 
Objectives
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Navigation 

Systems

Business
Navigation 
Outcomes
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Understanding
Current 

Outcomes 

Enhancing
Current 

Capabilities 

Better
Future 

Outcomes 

Better connectivity between the 3 
“Business Navigation” dimensions 
(execution, oversight, & verification) 
with respect to:

 Mission

 Strategy

 Risk

 Controls

Organizations require this more as:

 Missions feel more pressure

 Strategies change more abruptly

 Risks present themselves with 
less warning and more impact

 Controls become more critical to 
mitigating potentially crippling 
events and exposures 
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ASK: If You Have Questions

THINK: Of Ways to Apply These Ideas 

ACT: By Enhancing Your Business Navigation
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Bill Bojan, Business Risk Services Director
CliftonLarsonAllen LLP
Bill.Bojan@claconnect.com
Direct: 612-397-3271

QUESTIONS?
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